DOGIPOT is a leading name in pet waste station disposal. They have several pet stations to
choose from, all of which are heavy-duty, commercial grade pet station designed to withstand
the normal usage of an outdoor venue.

It comes equipped with everything you need to ensure your park and neighborhood stay clean
and inviting for both, dogs and people. Additional DOGIPOT pick up bags can be purchased to
make sure dog owners continue to pick up after their dogs.

Pet Stations Include:
 Mounting Post

 On or Off Leash Sign
 Bag Dispenser
 (1) Roll of Pick Up Bags
 Trash Receptacle
 (1) Roll of Trash Can Liners
 Installation Instructions
 YOUR BEST SOLUTION TO PET POLUTION!
Call TOLL FREE 800-392-6158

GENERAL INSTALLATION & OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Select a good visible spot in your community or park where you want to
install your DOGIPOT Pet Station.
2. Prior to installation, remove the small portion of the mounting post from
the larger portion before cementing. Insert the larger portion of the
mounting post approximately 14” into an 18” deep by 8” diameter
hole filled with a 40 lb. bag of “ready to use” concrete mix. To
stabilize post while cementing, place a rod or bolt through the two bottom
holes prior cementing. Level the post in a straight vertical position and let
concrete dry for at least 12 hours.
3. After the concrete is dry, insert the smaller portion of the post into the
larger cemented portion until the first 4 holes are lined up between the
two posts. Use carriage bolts, washers and locknuts to fix the telescopic
post in position. the upper bolt in the top overlapping hole, pointing from
right to left and the lower bolt in the bottom overlapping hole, pointing
from front to back. The total height above ground should now be
approximately 6’6”.
4. Next, install the DOGIPOT pet sign on top of post, with the upper hole
matching the most upper hole in the post using enclosed bolts, washers
and locknuts. Continue installing the DOGIPOT bag dispenser according
to the mounting instruction enclosed with the Dispenser, ensuring that the
upper edge of the Dispenser is approximately 1” below the lower edge of
the DOGIPOT Pet Sign.
5. Install the DOGIPOT trash receptacle through the pre-drilled top oval holes in the back wall of the
receptacle and through the square post with the remaining bolts, washers and locknuts. The upper
edge of the trash receptacle must be approximately 12½” below the lower end of the DOGIPOT
bag dispenser so that the lid can completely open. The upper back wall of the trash receptacle is
supposed to touch the head of the lower post carriage bolt, which creates some space between the post
and the receptacle, allowing the receptacle lid to open from left to right, without touching the post.
6. Insert the enclosed DOGIPOT trash bags into the receptacle, folding it over the interior retainer bands.
DOGIPOT offers Product Maintenance Paint to help cover any paint chips which may occur in the
powder coating during the life of the product.
Contact us for all your solutions to pet waste pollution!
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